
NZOPA Executive meeting Tuesday 2 June 2015  
Via SKYPE at 6.30pm 

 
Start 6.36 
Apologies: Francois Smuts. 
Present:           Cherry Holliday, Shane Jansen, Lauren Milstead, Shraddha Rasal 

Alarna Tuck, BOC rep: Philip Luders 
Chair: Cherry             Minutes: Shane  
 
Documentation review work: 
Cherry asked executive to approve the additional expenditure for the legal work by  
Claro Law on the draft documents. The cost to date is $8900 - a little over the  
original estimate  
of $5000 - $7000. They may be able to discount this a little. 
The proposed additional is (applying their 10% discount) between $1,836.00 and  
$2,448.00 (exclusive of GST and 2.5% service fee).  
 
Executive approved this. 
  
To date we have paid $9775.00 to FGI Consultants for their work on the 

documentation. 
 
Membership applications: 
Cherry advised that we have received 21 applications to date from NZAOP members  
(out of a possible 33). We expect more. Naila of FGI has sighted all the relevant  
qualifications (including originals of certificates) and supplied us with a spreadsheet  
of  all relevant personal/professional details to assist us in determining levels of  
membership for the applicants. 
Some issues arise re applicants with a qualification from Christchurch Polytechnic  
and those that trained before formal schemes were in place in NZ. Also one applicant  
trained offshore at a non ISPO recognised school. These will need to be dealt with in 
our reworked documents. 
 
Cherry proposed that those applicants with (NZ) CIT Endorsed or Advanced Cert in 
Clinical Prosthetics by approved for full membership in good faith. (Rules do not 
currently list this but it does have the orthotic equivalent and we are NZ Orthotic and 
Prosthetic Assn.) 
Executive approved this. 
 
There has been some comparative analysis done on the non ISPO approved course in 
terms of content. Cherry will forward this to Exec. This may assist us as we go 
forward but in the meantime it was proposed and agreed that we provide Associate 
membership for this person as previously agreed. 
ISPO recognised qualifications are on the agenda for the 8 June mtg.  
Cherry advised there is an ISPO Global Educators Group that is conducting a review 
of all O&P schools. The first stage has been done and further work will continue in 
the next year or so. The results will prove helpful to us. 
 



 Minutes of last meetings:  
14 April 2015 M: Philip S: Lauren Agreed  
21 April 2015              M: Lauren            S: Shane                  Agreed 
 
Matters Arising: 
 
Sandeep Uppal membership. 
In process. No fee received yet. May be included in a bulk fee payment form NZALS. 
Cherry will check this. 
 
Training course: 
Shraddha advises that the course is actually going to happen next August in Sydney 
not this year as previously thought (mix up by person running course).  
It was felt this would give us more time to look into it and prepare if we plan to link 
with it.  
Shraddha to advise provider that we may be interested.  
 
Extra costs: Update on extra legal cost already covered tonight. 
 
Documents for AGM: 
Cherry sent these out with the note saying that they may change as they are under 
legal review still. 
 
8 June meeting: 
This is to take place in Auckland and include members of NZOPA Exec. and BOC ( 
Cherry, Shane, Shraddha and Colin), members of NZAOP Exec. and several invited 
people who are likely to make a helpful contribution. These include Mark Leonida, 
Senior Clinical Orthotist, Orthotic Centre and Janette Searle for her NZOPA website 
experience.  
This will be facilitated by Naila Nassem of FGI. 
See draft agenda for day attached. 9.00am start. 
 
Conference/AGM Update: 

● Francois has found 1 Silver and 6 Bronze sponsors to date. 
● There is an offer of possible NZALS sponsorship. Cherry will follow this up 

– perhaps we could ask them for Gold sponsor contribution. 
● The NZALS has a L.A.S.A.R Posture system and it may be possible to have a 

presentation on this by some Prosthetists. Cherry reports that about 6 
Prosthetists are expected to attend. 

● 2 MS patients have been recruited, one of whom uses an FES system. 
● Possibly the NZALS CEO could talk about collaborative approaches in patient 

care and resource use between disciplines. 
● Dinner could be Friday or Saturday night or perhaps a Lunch if people need to 

catch flights. Need some sort of “function” to present case study awards in. 
 
Correspondence: 
As attached to agenda: 
Email –19.5.15 - from Naila Naseem re NZALS Credentials list 
Email – 19.5.15 - from Gaye Forster - Audited NZOPA Financial report 2014 



Email – 22.5.15 - update from Claro Law Sonya Hill 
Response to update – 22.5.15 from Cherry to Sonya Hill 
Email – 24.5.15 - Feedback from Gary Seaman on documents 
Email – 28.5.15 FYI from legal team with regard to the additional expenses expected. 
 
Discussion on the issue of one fee for NZOPA membership and BOC Accreditaion. 
Acknowledged that it is unfortunate that we do not have some separation for these 
two designations. It should be possible to attain one without the other as they quite 
separate matters. It is hoped that our current work will provide some options to better 
manage this difficulty. 
 
Financial: 
Current balance is $34,263.44. This includes recent existing member renewals and is 
after payment of $9775.00 to FGI. 
We anticipate significant further funds from the NZAOP members joining. 
 
NZAOP membership applications:  
NZAOP Fellows would like same level of membership with NZOPA. It was proposed 
that these people would be given normal membership at the start and then could apply 
to have Fellow status as per our rules. 
Also discussion of associate memberships. Currently can’t vote. This needs to change 
as we need all members to be able to contribute. Rules need to reflect this. 
 
NZALS strategy workshop: 
Cherry reported on the meeting held in Wellington on (10 May). She had been invited 
as NZOPA president. 
 
Also in attendance were the following representatives; 
 
•Sara Brown, Procurement Specialist, ACC  
•Prof. Simon Fraser, Associate Dean Research and Innovation, Victoria University of 
Wellington  
•John Ealand, President, Amputee Federation NZ  
•Allan Binks, Rehab Software Expert, SHI Global  
•Doug Skow, Liason, Ministry for Social Development  
•Ian Cuff, Property Specialist  
•Chris Ross, VP, Amputee Federation NZ  
•Shayne Nahu, Group Manager, Service Integration and Development Unit, DHB  
•Geoff Goddard, Prosthetist, NZALS  
•Jo Wills, Workshop Facilator  
•Sean Gray, CEO, NZALS  
 
Cherry said it was a great opportunity to network and it was great to be taken 
seriously as an organisation. It will be important to build on this and also upgrade our 
AHANZ membership once we meet documentation standards. 



Afterwards she dropped in to the Wellington Limb centre to meet some new staff.  
 
General Business: 
Philip advised that we have 23 Accredited members now. 
Philip will send a letter to the DHB’s notifying them of that list. Same format as last 
year. 
BOC is yet to have a Skype meeting to choose best case studies. 
 
Shraddha asked if the P.O.Box could be changed as it is difficult for her to get to it 
now she has moved.\ 
Executive agreed that it should remain the same till after AGM and that incoming 
executive will need to decide what to do. 
 

Next meetings: 
No date was set for next meeting(s). 
Cherry will send out some proposed dates for confirmation. 

 
Meeting closed approx 7.20 pm. 

 
 


